The Columbia Guide to American Environmental History

A Companion to American Environmental History 2010 gathers together a comprehensive collection of essays that examine the evolving and diverse field of American environmental history. American Environmental History 2007-10-31 by studying the many ways diverse peoples have changed, shaped, and conserved the natural world over time, environmental historians provide insight into humanity’s unique relationship with nature and more importantly, are better able to understand the origins of our current environmental crisis. Beginning with the precolonial land use practice of Native Americans and concluding with our twenty-first-century concerns over our global ecological crisis, American environmental history addresses contentious issues such as the preservation of the wilderness, the expulsion of Native peoples from national parks and population growth, and considers the formative forces of gender, race, and class. Entries address a range of topics from the impact of rice cultivation, slavery, and the growth of the automobile suburb to the effects of the Russian Sea Otter trade, Columbia River Salmon Fisheries, the Environmental Justice Movement and globalization. This illustrated reference is an essential companion for students interested in the ongoing transformation of the American landscape and the conflicts over its resources and conservation. It makes rich use of the tools and resources climatic and geological data, court records, archaeological digs, and the writings of naturalists that environmental historians rely on to conduct their research. The volume also includes a compendium of significant people, concepts, events, agencies, and legislation, and an extensive bibliography of critical films, books, and sites.

Seeing Green 2018-09-28 over 15 chapters, Dunaway transforms what we know about icons and events. Seeing Green is the first history of ads, films, political posters, and magazine photography in the postwar American environmental movement from fear of radioactive fallout during the Cold War to anxieties about global warming today. Images have helped to produce what Dunaway calls ecological citizenship, telling us that we are all to blame. Dunaway heightens our awareness of how depictions of environmental catastrophes are constructed, manipulated, and fought over. Publisher info.

American Environmental History 2017-12-14 an expanded new and improved American environmental history textbook for everyone. After years of teaching environmental history at a major East Coast university without a textbook, Dr. Dan Allosso decided to take matters into his own hands. The result, American Environmental History, is a concise, comprehensive survey covering the material from Dan’s undergraduate course, what do people say about the class and the text? This was my first semester, and this course has created an incredible first impression if all of the courses are this good. I am going...
to really enjoy my time here the course has completely changed the way i look at the world student in 2014 class one of the few classes i m really sad is ending the subject matter is fascinating and dan is a great guide to it his approach should be required of all students as it teaches an appreciation for a newer and better way of living student in 2014 class alonso s lectures are fantastic the best i have ever had so impressed the material is always extremely interesting and well presented student in 2015 class it is just a perfect course that i think should be mandatory if we want to save our planet and live responsibly student in 2015 class a rare gem for an ib ess teacher or any social studies teacher looking for an 11th or 12th grade supplementary text that aims to provide an historical context for the environmental reality in america today highly recommended district curriculum coordinator 2016 i was so impressed with this material that i am using it as a supplement for a course i teach at my college history and environmental studies professor 2017 beginning in prehistory and concluding in the present american environmental history explores the ways the environment has affected the choices that became our history and how our choices have affected the environment the dynamic relationship between people and the world around them is missing from mainstream history putting the environment back into history helps us make sense of the past and the present which will help guide us toward a better future more information and dan s blog are available at environmentalhistory.us

Managing the Environment, Managing Ourselves 2008-10-01 in this book richard n l andrews looks at american environmental policy over the past four hundred years shows how it affects environmental issues and public policy decisions today and poses the central policy challenges for the future this second edition brings the book up to date through president george w bush s first term and gives the current state of american environmental politics and policy a guide to what every organizational decision maker public and private needs to know in an era in which environmental issues have become global lynton k caldwell public administration review a wonderful text for students and scholars of environmental history and environmental policy william l andreen environmental history

Managing the Environment, Managing Ourselves 2020-03-17 in the third edition of this definitive book richard n l andrews looks back at four centuries of american environmental policy showing how these policies affect contemporary environmental issues and public policy decisions and identifying key policy challenges for the future andrews crafts a detailed and contextualized narrative of the historical development of american environmental policies and institutions this volume presents an extensively revised text with increased detail on the fifty year history of the modern environmental policy era and is updated through the obama and trump administrations

The American Environment 1968 in 1891 benjamin harrison the first president engaged in conservation had to have this new area of public policy explained to him by members of the boone and crockett club this didn t take long as he was only asked to sign a few papers setting aside federal timberland but from such small moments great social movements grow and the course of natural resource protection policy through 22 presidents has altered americans relationship to the natural world in then almost unimaginable ways presidents and the american environment charts this course exploring the ways in which every president from harrison to obama has engaged the expanding agenda of the nature protection impulse the book offers a clear close up view of the shifting and nation shaping mosaic of both green and brown policy directions over more than a century while the history of conservation generally focuses on the work of intellectuals such as muir leopold and carson such efforts could only succeed or fail on a large scale with the involvement of the government and it is this side of the story that presidents and the american environment tells on the one hand we find a ready environmental engagement as in theodore roosevelt s establishment of pelican island bird refuge upon being informed that the constitution did not explicitly forbid it on the other hand we have leaders like calvin coolidge playing hide and seek games in the oval office while ignoring reports of coastal industrial pollution the book moves from early cautious sponsors of the idea of preserving public lands to crusaders like theodore roosevelt from the environmental implications of the new deal to the politics of pollution in the boom times of the forties and fifties from the emergence of environmentalism to recent presidential detractors of the cause from harrison s act which established the american system of national forests to barack obama s efforts on curbing climate change presidents have mattered as they resisted or used the ever changing tools and objectives of environmentalism in fact with a near even split between browns and greens over those 22 administrations the role of president has often been decisive
how and how much distinguished historian otis l graham jr describes in in full for the first time in this important contribution to american environmental history

*Presidents and the American Environment* 2015-06-23 rethinking the american environmental movement post 1945 turns a fresh interpretive lens on the past drawing on a wide range of new histories of environmental activism to analyze the actions of those who created the movement and those who tried to thwart them concentrating on the decades since world war ii environmental historian ellen griffith spear explores environmentalism as a field of movements rooted in broader social justice activism noting major legislative accomplishments strengths and contributions as well as the divisions within the ranks the book reveals how new scientific developments the nuclear threat and pollution as well as changes in urban living spurred activism among diverse populations the book outlines the key precursors events participants and strategies of the environmental movement and contextualizes the story in the dramatic trajectory of u s history after world war ii the result is a synthesis of american environmental politics that one reader called both ambitious in its scope and concise in its presentation this book provides a succinct overview of the american environmental movement and is the perfect introduction for students or scholars seeking to understand one of the largest social movements of the twentieth century up through the robust climate movement of today

Rethinking the American Environmental Movement post-1945 2019-06-28 environmental patriotism the belief that the national environment defines a country s greatness is a significant strand in twentieth century american environmentalism this book is the first to explore the history of environmental patriotism in america through the intriguing stories of environmental patriots and the rhetoric of their speeches and propaganda the see america first movement began in 1906 with the aim of protecting and promoting the landscapes of the american west in 1908 gifford pinchot and president theodore roosevelt hosted the white house conservation conference to promote the wise use of natural resources for generations of americans in 1912 pittsburgh s smoke investigation condemned the effects of coal smoke on the city s environment in world war ii a massive propaganda effort mobilized millions of americans to plant victory gardens to save resources for the war abroad while these may not seem like crucial moments for the american environmental movement this new history of american environmentalism shows that they are linked by patriotism the book offers a provoking critique of environmentalists communication strategies and suggests patriotism as a persuasive hook for new ways to make environmental issues a national priority this original research should be of interest to scholars of environmental communication environmental history american history and environmental philosophy

The Columbia Guide to American Environmental History 2005 explore how the peoples of america understood and changed their natural environments remaking their politics culture and societies in this newly revised second edition of american environmental history celebrated environmental historian and author louis s warren provides readers with insightful examination of how different american peoples created and reacted to environmental change and threats from the era before columbus to the covid 19 pandemic you ll find concise editorial introductions to each chapter and interpretive interventions throughout this meticulous collection of essays and historical documents this book covers topics as varied as native american relations with nature colonial invasions american slavery market expansion and species destruction urbanization progressive and new deal conservation national parks the environmental impact of consumer appetites environmentalism and the backlash against it environmental justice and climate change this new edition includes twice as many primary documents as the first edition along with findings from related fields such as native american history african american history geography and environmental justice ideal for students and researchers studying american environmental history and for those seeking historical perspectives on contemporary environmental challenges this book will earn a place in the libraries of anyone with an interest in american history and the impact of american peoples on the environment and the world around them louis s warren is the w turrentine jackson professor of western u s history at the university of california davis he is a two time winner of the caughey western history association prize a guggenheim fellow and recipient of the albert beveridge award of the american historical association and the bancroft prize in american history
Communicating Environmental Patriotism 2013-06-07 this encyclopedia introduces readers to american poetry fiction and nonfiction with a focus on the environment broadly defined as humanity's natural surroundings from the discovery of america through the present the work includes biographical and literary entries on material from early explorers and colonists such as columbus bartolomé de las casas and thomas harriot native american creation myths canonical 18th and 19th century works of jefferson emerson thoreau whitman hawthorne twain dickinson and others to more recent figures such as jack london ernest hemingway norman mailer stanley cavell rachel carson jon krakauer and al gore it is meant to provide a synoptic appreciation of how the very concept of the environment has changed over the past five centuries offering both a general introduction to the topic and a valuable resource for high school and university courses focused on environmental issues

American Environmental History 2021-07-30 reprints of articles and excerpts of books and speeches on the subject of the environment Encyclopedia of the Environment in American Literature 2014-01-10 from stories about los angeles freeways to slave narratives to science fiction environmental literature encompasses more than nature writing the study of environmental narrative has flourished since the mla published teaching environmental literature in 1985 today writers evince a self consciousness about writing in the genre teachers have incorporated field study into courses technology has opened up classroom possibilities and institutions have developed to support study of this vital body of writing the challenge for instructors is to identify core texts while maintaining the field's dynamic open qualities the essays in this volume focus on north american environmental writing presenting teachers with background on environmental justice issues ecocriticism and ecofeminism contributors consider the various disciplines that have shaped the field including african american american indian canadian and chicano o literature the interdisciplinary approaches recommended treat the theme of predators in literature ecology and ethics conservation and film a focus on place based literature explores how students can physically engage with the environment as they study literature the volume closes with an annotated resource guide organized by subject matter

The American Environment 1984 this innovative book provides a dynamic and often surprising view of the range of environmental issues facing the united states today a distinguished group of scholars examines the growing temporal spatial and thematic breadth of topics historical geographers are now exploring seventeen original chapters examine topics such as forest conservation mining landscapes urban environment justice solid waste exotic species environmental photography national and state park management recreation and tourism and pest control commemorating the twenty fifth anniversary of the seminal work the american environment interpretations of past geographies the book clearly shows much has changed since 1992 indeed not only has the range of issues expanded but an increasing number of geographers are forging links with environmental historians promoting a level of intellectual cross fertilization that benefits both disciplines as a result environmental historical geographies today are richer and more diverse than ever the american environment revisited offers a comprehensive overview that gives both specialist and general readers a fascinating look at our changing relationships with nature over time

Teaching North American Environmental Literature 2008 designed to encourage critical thinking about history the major problems in american history series introduces readers to both primary sources and analytical essays on important topics in u s history major problems in american environmental history presents major themes and controversial issues from native american times to the present drawn from compelling readable sources that draw readers into the process of developing their own perspectives on american environmental history this text presents a carefully selected group of readings organized to allow readers to evaluate primary sources test the interpretations of distinguished historians and draw their own conclusions each chapter includes introductions source notes and suggested readings

The American Environment Revisited 2018 examines the most important and controversial environmental issues in the history of the united states from the colonial period to the present describes the issues the stakeholders of various positions and both the immediate outcome of the debate and the long term consequences of the result

Major Problems in American Environmental History 2012 after considering the historical roots of environmentalism from the 1890s through the
1960s Gottlieb discusses the rise and consolidation of environmental groups in the years between Earth Day 1970 and Earth Day 1990. A comprehensive analysis of the origins of the environmental movement within the American experience.

**The United States and the Global Environment** 1983 starting from the stance that environmental policy has progressed from rhetoric to substance in Latin America, the editors proceed through a series of papers to show why what difference it makes and how it compares to other parts of the world. In doing so, the book touches on domestic and international factors including political institutions, international development institutions, nongovernmental organizations, and transboundary cooperation. Latin American environmental policy in international perspective is one in a series of books that take a look at Latin America in global perspective. Previous titles have addressed politics, gender, regional integration, institutional design, and civil military relations.

**Great Debates in American Environmental History** 2008. How and why have Americans living at particular times and places used and transformed their environment? How have political systems dealt with conflicts over resources and conservation? This is the only major reference work to explore all the major themes and debates of the burgeoning field of environmental history. Humanity's relationship with the natural world is one of the oldest and newest topics in human history. It emerged as a distinct field of scholarship in the early 1970s and has been growing steadily ever since. Environmental historians investigate how and why natural and human created surroundings affect a society. Development merchants provide a context setting overview of American environmental history from the beginning of the millennium. An encyclopedia of important concepts, people, agencies, and laws a chronology of major events, and an extensive bibliography including films, videos, CD-ROMs, and websites. This concise first stop reference for students and general readers contains an accessible overview of environmental history. A mini encyclopedia of ideas, people, legislation, and agencies. A chronology of events and their significance, and a bibliography of books, magazines, and journals as well as films, videos, CD-ROMs, and online resources. In addition to providing a wealth of factual information, The Columbia Guide to American Environmental History explores contentious issues in this much debated field from the idea of wilderness to global warming. How and why have Americans living at particular times and places used and transformed their environment? How have political systems dealt with conflicts over resources and conservation? This is the only major reference work to explore all the major themes and debates in the burgeoning field of environmental history. Humanity's relationship with the natural world is one of the oldest and newest topics in human history. It emerged as a distinct field of scholarship in the early 1970s and has been growing steadily ever since. Environmental historians investigate how and why natural and human created surroundings affect a society.

**Forcing the Spring** 1993. From Denali's majestic slopes to the great swamp of central New Jersey, protected wilderness areas make up nearly twenty percent of the parks, forests, wildlife refuges, and other public lands that cover a full fourth of the nation's territory. But wilderness is not only a place; it is also one of the most powerful and troublesome ideas in American environmental thought, representing everything from sublime beauty and patriotic inspiration to a countercultural ideal and an overextension of government authority. The promise of wilderness examines how the idea of wilderness...
has shaped the management of public lands since the passage of the wilderness act in 1964 wilderness preservation has engaged diverse groups of citizens from hunters and ranchers to wildlife enthusiasts and hikers as political advocates who have leveraged the resources of local and national groups toward a common goal. Turner demonstrates how these efforts have contributed to major shifts in modern american environmental politics which have emerged not just in reaction to a new generation of environmental concerns such as environmental justice and climate change but also in response to changed debates over old conservation issues such as public lands management. He also shows how battles over wilderness protection have influenced american politics more broadly fueling disputes over the proper role of government individual rights and the interests of rural communities giving rise to radical environmentalism and playing an important role in the resurgence of the conservative movement especially in the american west.

Watch the book trailer: youtube.com/watch?v=jsq6laeykk

**Latin American Environmental Policy in International Perspective** 2021 designed to encourage critical thinking about history the major problems in american history series introduces readers to both primary sources and analytical essays on important topics in u s history major problems in american environmental history presents major themes and controversial issues from native american times to the present drawn from compelling readable sources that draw readers into the process of developing their own perspectives on american environmental history this text presents a carefully selected group of readings organized to allow readers to evaluate primary source

**American Environmental Policy** 2013 one of the chief problems of the american environmental movement is the definition of philosophy the exploration examination and elucidation of ideas of the many different causes that have been combined in it

The Columbia Guide to American Environmental History 2005-09-14 this book tracks the growth of environmental awareness and conservation in the united states through the major trends of the 20th century and establishes a philosophical ground for protection of the environment it records a major cultural shift in the thinking of this nation and provides guidelines for its continuation

**The Promise of Wilderness** 2012-08-01 a comprehensive and diverse award winning collection of biographies of the most important figures in american environmentalism

**American Environmental History** 1988-01-01 the environment in american history is a detailed environmental history of america from the era prior to european contact to the present day jeff crane shows the critical role of nature and the natural wealth of the continent in determining the type of society that emerged in the new world as well as in america s rise to wealth and power the book is organized into 15 chronologically focused chapters each bolstered with a selection of primary documents as well as images and profiles of key figures or events within this chronological outline crane discusses land use environmental change destruction of habitats and species the impact of environmental change on humans and responses of the united states to the destruction of nature both at home and in the world at large this text takes students from where they are in a time when most undergraduates think that environmentalism only means making sure to recycle and shows them how our society has always been related to our environment it is a true survey of the environment in american history

Major Problems in American Environmental History 2011 begins with eight broad thematic essays which highlight the major issues and topics in environmental history and serve as an entryway to other more specific articles throughout the reference arranged alphabetically more than 750 articles cover every significant issue event law and figure in u s environmental history from publisher description

**The American Environment** 1976 us environmental policy in action provides a comprehensive look at the creation implementation and evaluation of environmental policy which is of particular importance in our current era of congressional gridlock increasing partisan rhetoric and escalating debates about federal state relations now in its second edition this volume includes updated case studies two new chapters on food policy and natural resource policy and revised public opinion data with a continued focus on the front lines of environmental policy rinfret and pautz take into account the major changes in the practice of us environmental policy during the trump administration providing real life examples of how environmental policy works rather than solely discussing how congressional action produces environmental laws us environmental policy in action offers a practical approach to
understanding contemporary american environmental policy

**American Environmentalism** 1980 first along the river is the first concise accessible and informative introduction to the us environmental movement that covers the colonial period through 1999 it provides students with a balanced historical perspective on the history of the environmental movement in relation to major social and political events in u s history the book highlights important people and events places critical concepts in context and shows the impact of government industry and population on the american landscape comprehensive yet brief first along the river discusses the religious and philosophical beliefs that shaped americans relationship to the environment traces the origins and development of government regulations that impact americans use of natural resources and shows why popular environmental groups were founded and how they changed over time

The American Experience in Environmental Protection 2013-03-02 a comprehensive and diverse award winning collection of biographies of the most important figures in american environmentalism as our environment changes and environmental concerns become more and more prevalent this encyclopedia provides much needed information on the key players in the environmental movement

**American Environmental Leaders** 2000 in a fierce green fire renowned environmental journalist philip shabecoff presents the definitive history of american environmentalism from the earliest days of the republic to the present he offers a sweeping overview of the contemporary environmental movement and the political economic social and ethical forces that have shaped it more importantly he considers what today s environmental movement needs to do if it is to fight off the powerful forces that oppose it and succeed in its mission of protecting the american people their habitat and their future shabecoff traces the ecological transformation of north america as a result of the mass migration of europeans to the new world showing how the environmental impulse slowly formed among a growing number of americans until by the last third of the 20th century environmentalism emerged as a major social and cultural movement the efforts of key environmental figures among them henry david thoreau george perkins marsh theodore roosevelt gifford pinchot john muir aldo leopold david brower barry commoner and rachel carson are examined so too are the activities of non governmental environmental groups as well as government agencies such as the epa and interior department along with grassroots efforts of americans in communities across the country the author also describes the economic and ideological forces aligned against environmentalism and their increasing successes in recent decades originally published in 1993 this new edition brings the story up to date with an analysis of how the administration of george w bush is seeking to dismantle a half century of progress in protecting the land and its people and a consideration of the growing international effort to protect earth s life support systems and the obstacles that the united states government is placing before that effort in a forward looking final chapter shabecoff casts a cold eye on just what the environmental movement must do to address the challenges it faces now at this time when environmental law institutions and values are under increased attack and opponents of environmentalism are enjoying overwhelming political and economic power a fierce green fire is a vital reminder of how far we have come in protecting our environment and how much we have to lose

The Environment in American History 2015 in the dramatic narratives that comprise the republic of nature mark fiege reframes the canonical account of american history based on the simple but radical premise that nothing in the nation s past can be considered apart from the natural circumstances in which it occurred revisiting historical icons so familiar that schoolchildren learn to take them for granted he makes surprising connections that enable readers to see old stories in a new light among the historical moments revisited here a revolutionary nation arises from its environment and struggles to reconcile the diversity of its people with the claim that nature is the source of liberty abraham lincoln an unlettered citizen from the countryside steers the union through a moment of extreme peril guided by his clear eyed vision of nature s capacity for improvement in topeka kansas transformations of land and life prompt a lawsuit that culminates in the momentous civil rights case of brown v board of education by focusing on materials and processes intrinsic to all things and by highlighting the nature of the united states fiege recovers the forgotten and overlooked ground on which so much history has unfolded in these pages the nation s birth and development pain and sorrow ideals and enduring promise come to life as
never before making a once familiar past seem new the republic of nature points to a startlingly different version of history that calls on readers to reconnect with fundamental forces that shaped the american experience for more information visit the author s website republicofnature com

Encyclopedia of American Environmental History 2011 negative environmental events make the headlines mining industry examples are the recent incidents at summitville colorado us and the cyanide leak at cambria resource s omai operation in guyana in this volatile atmosphere the publication of the mining environmental handbook comes at an opportune time it presents an objective comprehensive and integrated examination of the effects of mining on the environment and the environmental laws that deal with mining though stressing activities in the united states of america it covers all of north america north american environmental standards are currently being exported around the world consequently this handbook will be of prime interest in countries that are now coming to terms with mining environmentalism it should benefit working engineers and environmentalists manufacturers legislators regulators financiers and journalists it has been selected as a university textbook finally it will be an indispensable reference during serious discussions about mining environmentalism contents development of the mine environmental precept and its current political status the legal bases of federal environmental control of mining environmental control at the state level environmental effects of mining technologies for environmental protection environmental permitting systems design for site specific environmental protection operations environmental management solution mining and in situ leaching placer or alluvial mining coal acid mine drainage and other mining influenced waters miw uses of mines as landfills and repositories economic impact of current environmental regulations on mining financial assurances for corrective actions closure and post closure international environmental control of mining environmental case studies from the hard rock industry current and projected issues directory of state regulatory agencies glossary index readership engineers environmentalists and geologists keywords history legal aspects problems technology permitting case studies economic impact reviews is a useful and very readable first point of reference for those needing to have a general overview of the various environmental issues arising from mining and mineral processing there is much to commend the book to wider international use as it contains a considerable amount of universal best practice which can be applied to mining situations in most countries seeking to adopt credible western standards mining technology

US Environmental Policy in Action 2019-02-15 by studying the many ways diverse peoples have changed shaped and conserved the natural world over time environmental historians provide insight into humanity s unique relationship with nature and more importantly are better able to understand the origins of our current environmental crisis beginning with the precolonial land use practice of native americans and concluding with our twenty first century concerns over our global ecological crisis american environmental history addresses contentious issues such as the preservation of the wilderness the expulsion of native peoples from national parks and population growth and considers the formative forces of gender race and class entries address a range of topics from the impact of rice cultivation slavery and the growth of the automobile suburb to the effects of the russian sea otter trade columbia river salmon fisheries the environmental justice movement and globalization this illustrated reference is an essential companion for students interested in the ongoing transformation of the american landscape and the conflicts over its resources and conservation it makes rich use of the tools and resources climatic and geological data court records archaeological digs and the writings of naturalists that environmental historians rely on to conduct their research the volume also includes a compendium of significant people concepts events agencies and legislation and an extensive bibliography of critical films books and sites

First Along the River 2000 a comprehensive and diverse award winning collection of biographies of the most important figures in american environmentalism as our environment changes and environmental concerns become more and more prevalent this encyclopedia provides much needed information on the key players in the environmental movement
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